Power loading limitations in soft x-ray projection lithography.
Soft x-ray projection lithography (SXPL) is an attractive technique for the fabrication of high-speed, high-density integrated circuits. In an SXPL stepper, the x-ray imaging mirrors consist of multilayer coatings deposited onto high precision substrates. The stepper is intended to fabricate ultra-high spatial-resolution structures with a minimum feature size of <0.1 μm. To achieve this resolution, the imaging mirrors must maintain a very precise surface figure while being exposed to x radiation. Failure to achieve and maintain the mirror surface figure will distort the wavefront propagating through the imaging system and will degrade system resolution. The required surface figure accuracy for each imaging mirror depends upon the required resolution, the wavelength, and the optical design. For conventional SXPL stepper designs, the total (peak-to-valley) surface figure error budget per mirror is approximately ±1 nm. Due to material properties at soft x-ray wavelengths and practical fabrication considerations, x-ray multilayer mirrors have limited reflectivities. A fraction of the incident x radiation is absorbed in the multilayer coating. This absorbed radiation constitutes a thermal load on the mirror, thereby distorting its shape and compromising the accuracy of its surface figure. In this paper, we analyze the thermally induced distortion on the imaging optics and conclude that the maximum allowable thermal distortion limits the maximum allowable x-ray power transported to the wafer and limits the minimum acceptable multilayer mirror reflectivity. The penalty for either insensitive x-ray resists or inefficient mirror reflectivity is a decrease in system throughput which cannot be compensated with increased source power either collected by condenser optics or generated by the source.